INVESTIGATING THE CULTURAL
VALUES OF PRICKLY ACACIA
CONTROL AT NULLA NULLA

This project is an initiative of the Rangelands
NRM Coordinating Group and funded by the
Australian Governments.

Visit to Nulla Nulla June 2012
In June 2012 Ord Land and Water spent two days working with the Kimberley Land Council, Kimberley Training Institute (TAFE) and Balanggarra Rangers to control the weed prickly acacia (Acacia nilotica) situated
around the Nulla Nulla community on the Oombulgurri reserve.
The reserve is situated on the western side of the Cambridge Gulf and
north of the Home Valley pastoral station. Access is extremely limited
with boat or aircraft the only practical options.
Prickly acacia can be found in varying densities on 10,275ha of the reserve with the highest density being to the immediate west of the community. It was this area where much of the work focused on as a back up to
the work carried out by Ord Land and Water in the 2010/11 wet season
control program .
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A total of five rangers were engaged for the work as part of their training.
Instruction was carried out by a TAFE lecturer and consisted of the practical components of their chemical certification course. Four Traditional
Owners accompanied the Rangers to the community as part of the program.
Ord Land and Water provided two personnel who provided advice on control methods specific the species and the location. The Kimberley Land
Council provided personal for supervision and coordination purposes.
The program was carried out on 160ha of the reserve and consisted of instruction of a number of methods to control the plant using chemicals including folia and basal bark applications as well as granular incorporation.
Rangers carrying out weed control at Nulla Nulla.

Traditional Owner consultation
During the program discussions were held with the Traditional Owners on
the impacts they had noticed of the growth of the weed across the reserve
over the past 25 years of its presence.
The following comments were made by those present · The biggest impact was with regard to hunting, the change of landscape from predominantly grassland to what was becoming a tree dominated environment meant game was harder to find as it could hide more
effectively in amongst the trees. This was particularly the case with feral
cattle and goanna that formed a significant component of their hunting
focus.
· The change restricted where vegetation used for food and other purposes could be found. Whilst the immediate area was still many years Acacia stands as found in 2004 when control was initifrom a total change the impact was becoming noticeable.
· The types of animal species changed as the numbers of trees increased,
as an example there were fewer areas to hunt bush turkeys.
· Moving through across the country was becoming more difficult, it
was preferred to hunt barefooted however the presence of large thorns
precluded that method where there was prickly acacia trees.
· The trees were gradually restricting access to some parts of the reserve, this included areas where they fished as the weed started to spread
along the creek bank.
It was agreed that the current and past work done to control the weed was
of benefit to the cultural values of the Traditional Owners of the land.
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